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Technology Soccer Team Invades
{Seven Veteran
Soldiers Field This Afternoon!1.1
Varsity Boxers
_
I_ _
_I
Ready to Fight

Technology's soccer team plays Harvard University on Soldier's field at 3
o'clock this afternoon. Captain Macorra's eleven after its fine showing
against Clark College, in the opening
game, is anxious to test its strength
in a match with more serious opposition and is likely to find that opposition today. The Crimson players conquered the strong Springfield outfit by
a 4 to 1 score, and have also trimmed
Amherst, 4 to 2.
Coach Welch's forward line is reported to be very evenly balanced,
every one of the men having shot at
least one goal. Captain Heizer, center
forward, is the University's greatest
threat, having a itotal of three points
to his credit.
The Inlstitute's forwards worked together very smoothly last Saturday,
and this team work combined with the
individual experience of the men,
should make Harvard work to repeat
fthe victory it scored last season by a
2 to 1 score. From Arthur Sun, on the

offered the silver cup which has been
on exhibition for the past few days in
I
Leavitt and Peirce's window at Harvard Square to the winning team. Harvard has been particularly generous in
providing cups for her races against
the Institute harriers. The Crimson
is represented by a fast team today
and so Manager Bingham may not be
The Instiute boxing season officially making another addition to the troopened yesterday with the return of phy room in Walker Memorial.

Today's Soccer Line Up
HARVARD
TECHNOLOGY
Pallo, g
Deuvel, g
Hartley rfb
Atahualpa, Ifb
Greenidge, lfb Oon, rfb
BBegg, rhb
Arteaga, lhb
Patterson, chb Peterson, chb
Sullivan, lhbl Kurzman, rhb
Byington, or
Sun, ol
Dorman, ir
Capt. Macorra, il
Capt. Heizer, cfRuiz, ef
Lemront, il
Souza, Lr
Tuttle, ol
Aass, or

Coach Nap Boutelier.
The varsity
lookout is quite promising with seven
members of last year's squad back for
the fistic game. Al Lindsey, who
covered the 115 pound berth for the
Beavers is on the look-out for further
honors in that class. The 125 pound
class, usually the most promising as
regards candidates, is coveted by both
G. Wenfick and Al Warren. Warren
boxed in the elimination bouts of the
Ilast three years' in the 145 pound
I weight but this summer lost weight
enough in work to be eligible for the
left flank to Kaare Aass, the outside 125 pound position. Wenfick is a
right, the Engineers present an al- fourth year man but has not come out
before for the Technology aggregamost impregnable front.
In the back field both teams will de- tion.
Lew Phillips who won top honors in
pend on well seasoned material. Atahualpa is probably the outstanding a 135 pound capacity in Australia, taking the championship in that class, and
player on the Technology defense.
filling the same berth mighty sucessfully for the Institute boxers, will officiate in the sanze class this year. Lew
BROWN ELEVEN
in the pink of condition and has
MEETS FRESHMEN isbeen
working out since his return to
(Continued from Page 1)
school with Ed Moll, Beaver boxing
captain, who fought in the 145 pound
.1
which always characterizes the field class for the last two years. Joe Horgan and Red Sayre are in the running
day teams.
for the 160 pound weight, while Joe
,In the line, little change could be Schultz will probably look for honors
made in the way of improvement. in the same place.
Freshman candidates haven't been
Either Isart or Ridley will start at
right end, and either Wilmot or Rod- coming out in the numbers Coachl Boutelier expects. So far, berths in tile
gers at left; all four of the ends are 115 pound and 125 pound class have
fast on breaking through and on cov- been applied for. Donovan and Edering punts, and are sure to fill the wards are the respective contenders.
positions well. Steam Harrison has no The other positions have not had the
contestants desired, so Coach Bouteopposition for the right tackle berth, lier will be in the boxing room next
and his weight will count.
week on Tuesday and Friday to give
Either Reed or Walworth will go in instruction to either men out for posi,
at left tackle, Reed being slightly the tions on the boxing teams or those desiring to have more than a nodding
favorite due to his experience with acquaintance with the fistic art.
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Ed Farrel Expects
Us to Be Optimistic

B

EFORE we had a chance to say a

word at Soldiers Field yesterday
afternoon, Coach Eddie Farrell, of the
Harvard cross country team, shot us
the greeting, "So you think you're going to give us a fine lacing." Evidently the crimson tutor had it all set in
his mind that Technology had been
busily counting the c. c. eggs that are
to be hatched this afternoon and was
quite surprised to find that the Engineers are expecting a hard battle.
Ed continued as we went in out of the
chilliness, "You've got a good team, a
veteran team, and you showed it at
Cornell. I have several good track
distance men, but are they going to
do well over a six mile course? I'm
sure I don't know. The same goes for
Dartmouth, in my opinion."
Manager Lewisohn, of Dartmouth,
said last night, "Hope is about all
we've got, I guess, but we're certainly
going to make it a good race." In ansnrer to a question about his opinion
of the course the manager said, "I
think it's a tough, rough round, not
quite as many hills as the Hanover
course but a lot steeper."
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Seven Meets Now
on Gym Schedule
This year the gym team's schedule,
as at present tentatively arranged, includes three trips and four home
meets. These are as follows:
Trips-Navy at Annapolis, Princeton
at Princeton, Dartmouth at Dartmouth. Home meets-Dual meet with
Harvard, Dual meet with Yale, Triangular meet with University of Pennsylvania, Harvard, and Technology,
Dual meet with Haverford College.
Practice starts the first Monday
after Field Day. According to Manager J. R. Lellrer, Mr. Edward Hinks
will probably be coach of this year's
team. Mr. Hinks coached the gym
team year before last.
Manager Lehrer requests all men interested in gym to sign up on the bulletin board in the main lobby immediately, so that an idea of the size of
the squad may be obtained. Sophomores and freshmen who intend to
comne oult for the position of assistant
manager of the gym team should report to manager in the Mf. 1. T. A. A.
Office on the third floor of Walker Alem orial between 5 and 6 o'clock any
afternoon.
-

the Yale frosh last fall; Walworth has
been making a strong bid for the post.
The guard positions are still being
scrapped for by Wilman, Brand, Manning, and Bill Gorsuch, and all of them
have the weight and spirit necessary.
Callahan will hold down the pivot
position. He distinguished himself in
last week's tussle by making some of
the best running tackles seen on the
field; he was also picked by Jim, the
cartoonist -of The Tech, as the Techites Mint-Stick, a penalty for appearing in a Deer Island costume.
The same backfield as that which
routed Jumbo will operate against
Bruin. Charley Bianchi, a transfer
from Purdue, will run the eleven from
the quarterback position, and his work
last week rates Ihim as more than fair.
Johnny Deignan will be in at full
again, and can be counted on to find
the holes in the Brown defense if they
are to be found. The halfbacks available are Ermie DuPont, Bill Johnson,
McGrew, and Meytrot, who make up
a fast combination that can be counted on to gain ground consistently.
On the whole, the 1926 eleven looks
like -one that ray be counted on to
turn in the goods, and while a win
against Brown is problematical, the
eleven is good enough to merit support.
The frosh will line as follows:

HarvardPlays Big
Green Team Tomorrow
Harvard plays another of its big
games tomorrow when it meets the
Big Green team from Dartmouth in
the Stadium.
Dartmouth lost to Vermont last week but all its regulars
came through without injury and are
out to win this week. The Green
coaches
have
put their charges
through a strenuous veek's training
and are prophesying a real game for
the powerful Crimson eleven. Hanover
-will be a deserted place Saturday as
practically the whole college will follow the team to Boston. This is the
first meeting of the two teams in tell
years and will doubtless prove as big a
drawing card as the Centre game.
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YOU'LL need an

Overcoat
Ulster or
Motor Coat
for the game
To Order
$45.00 to $90.00
Have some
Ready To Slip On
$35.00

to

7P0000

BURKE &

CO.

Tailors
219 School Street, Boston
2' Dunster St., Harvard Square
Cambridge
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Lo PIN]KOS
TAILOR
My selection of WOOLENS and STYLE of garments is especially featured to suit COLLEGE MEN.
Have been patronized by TECH STUDENTS
for the past Twenty-five years.
338 Washington Street
Boston, Mass.
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Madame Roberta Richmond
SOCIAL DANCES

Bill Bingham Offers
Cup for Today's Race
This afternoon's
triangular clash
between
Harvard, Dartmouth, and
ITechnology will be run for a trophy
presented by Bill Bingham, assistant
graduate
manager of athletics at Hari
vard University.
Mr. Bingham has
I
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At the Ball Room of

HOTEL VICTORIA
DARTMOUTH AND NEWBURY STREETS

!

Every Saturday Evening
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SHUMAN CLOTHES
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FOR COLLEGE MEN

are made in our own shops
from all-wool fabrics, selected
especially for young men
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r.e. Isart or Ridley

r.t. Harrison
r.g, Wilman or Brand
c.

4

Callahan

l.g. nIanningr or Gorsuch
L.t. Reed or Wawlwort.l
L.e. Wilmot or Rodgers
q.b. B3ianchi
r.h.b. DuPont or Mteytrot
l.h.b. 'icGrew or Johnson
U.b. Dcignan
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JORDAN

MARSH COMPANY-Proprietors
THE STORE FOR IVIEN
A Separate Store in a separate BuildingF
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SOPHOMORE FOOTBALL
TEAM PLAYS LOWELL
The Sophomore football team will
travel to Lowell tomorrow afternoon
to play the Lowell Textile Institute
I
eleven.
The coaches say that the line
up they will use greatly depends on
which players show up at North Station.
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VWALTON

LUNCH
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NEAREST LUNCHEON ROOM
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AT 78 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
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TIREX (ALL RUBBER) PORTABLE CORD
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A large proportion of portable tool troubles are cord failures. TIREX
wears longer than other cords and keeps the tools in operation. It always
comes back from one job ready for the next and stays in service, without
repairs, more than four times as long as fibrous covered cords.

SIMPLEX WllSE & CABLE CO.
-

201 DEVONSHIRK ST., BOSTON 9
CHICACO
SAN FRANCISCO
- -- -- - - - - --- - --I-
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